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	Recently, a Book Event was organized by my distinguished colleague, Professor
Stiglitz, at Columbia’s Alfred Lerner Hall for his latest book on Globalization from Norton. It was the start of the World Leaders Program which has been designed to give a platform for visiting Leaders from around the world and is typically active when the UN General Assembly meets. This Fall, there were slim pickings because many Leaders went instead to the Havana meeting of the Non-Aligned Movement. I guess that is why a mere economist was allowed to hold his book event as if he was a world leader. Thinking about this, I was reminded of a mischievous remark by our only daughter, now a human rights activist and also a veteran against the Iraq War, when she was in the Marine Corps and training up to 5,000 Marines for combat in her last assignment as a Captain at Camp Lejeune: Daddy, you are a great leader, but you do not have any followers! Well, no such modesty crippled the recent book event.
	But some of my students, who are well read in Foucault, Marx and other intellectual writers and not just in Economics or Law, and have read my book, In Defense of Globalization (Oxford, 2004), came and told me that Ms Nancy Birdsall of Washington DC, who was also a World Leader at the event, had compared my book with that of Stiglitz (it was unclear whether it was his first book or the second, which was being promoted at the World Leaders event: it does not matter which since both are of a piece and both have been lambasted, the latter more far more brutally, in leading magazines and newspapers). In particular, she had compared, I was told, our respective Indexes to see how many times the phrases: fair trade” and “social justice” had appeared in the Index; and of course she declared that Stiglitz outnumbered Bhagwati. 
The students were amused and aghast that any serious critic could do something so ridiculous. 
	But the facile comparison, which leads to a conclusion exactly the opposite of what our respective works do, points to the real reason why populist books which rely on such phrases rather than the substance of the arguments, are so popular with the public. 
Take “fair trade”. I have written endlessly, since Oxfam and Stiglitz embraced this phrase, about the two very different meanings that this phrase has. In the US, it is a protectionist’s handmaiden to argue that we cannot have free trade with partner countries whose competition we fear because it would be tantamount to “unfair trade”: their democracy is defective (just think of ours, perhaps of Chicago for us Democrats and Florida for the Republicans), their labour standards are low (Human Rights Watch with which I work on the Advisory Committee on Asia, has a salutary pamphlet on the question of our own appalling respect for labour rights), their environmental policies are inadequate (this coming from a country which has not signed on to Kyoto, which I admit is ill-designed as I have argued last month in a major center page op ed in The Financial Times which has received much attention from environmentalists and others), and so on. In the US, where fairness (equality of access) is more important in public policy debates than social justice (equality of success), resort to the language of “unfair trade” goes a long way for protectionists who are motivated by self-interest (i.e. by fear, of competition). At the same time, however,  Oxfam and other British charities., who are generally ignorant of trade issues in depth,  have now used “fair trade” in an altruistic sense  (the content varying in a confusing way), as an argument following from empathy. The effect is to lend a handle to the protectionists who are motivated by self-interest and are to be feared by the developing countries who are presumably their intended beneficiaries!
	This confusion of language was there also in Britain historically. The Quakers who led the Anti-Slavery movement were also into fair trade, meaning payment of better prices for cocoa, led by Rowntree (whose chocolates have not successfully crossed the Atlantic, the way Cadbury’s have). But at the end of the 19th century, fair trade movements came up in the fearful, self-interest sense as many urged Britain to abandon free trade in response to the rise of US and Germany.
	I have written about all this so extensively, in so many places, over many 
years, [and even my book deals with the different questions concerning the WTO’s functioning which I   note are more democratic than that of the World Bank which is spared by Stiglitz in his first book (remember he worked there) and this question has been dealt with also in the Sutherland Report on the Future of the WTO which was written by an expert group that I was a member of] , that I find it offensive that Ms. Birdsall should compliment Professor Stiglitz for dealing with the issue (which he has not in any depth at all, perhaps in keeping with his general broad-brush scatter-shot approach to the phenomenon of Globalization) and accuse me of ignoring the subject. She runs a Washington DC think tank: and I often say that they are more “tank” and less “think”. Perhaps being near politics and far from scholarship is a recipe doomed to produce ill-informed judgments reached by shallow argumentation.
	The Birdsall critique is even more outrageous when it comes to “social justice”. Often people ask me if I wrote my book as a critique of Stiglitz’s first. Of course, not. The reviews he has received and the judgments reached by his peers are enough to take care of him. My own book was a reaction rather to Seattle in November 1999 where I debated Ralph Nader in the Town Hall, mingled for days with the demonstrators on the street, and realized that the critics of Globalization I was encountering were NOT interested in the conventional questions like Free trade versus Protectionism, nor were they for the most part conventional protectionists representing special interests, but that they were worried about the social implications of economic globalization: impact on women’s rights and welfare; on the environment, on democracy, on indigenous culture (a la President Evo Morales) or mainstream culture (like Monsieur Bove), child labour in the poor countries, and the effect on poverty amelioration. These are the kinds of issues which fall under the rubric of “social justice” or the “Human face of Globalization”. These groups held the belief that Globalization Lacked a Human Face. Through systematic and sympathetic analysis of these issues, I reached instead the conclusion that Globalization Had a Human Face. So, my book was precisely and uniquely about “social justice” in many different specific dimensions! 
Instead of looking at the Index for phrases, Ms. Birdsall should search Stiglitz’s first book for a treatment of these issues: I challenge her to find much except for offhand remarks. In fact, if she had read the reviews, some did point to the fact that the book was instead mainly about the heavy hand of IMF conditionality (a much overrated topic and which also Professor Stiglitz gets wrong: scholars such as my and Professor Roberto Perrotti’s Columbia student Ravi Yatawara have pointed out that even the IMF conditionality can be evaded and has been reversed in many instances)
	Stiglitz’s second book addresses the issue of “Managing Globalization”. But that is precisely what one third of my book is about! But to write about what policy and institutional changes are necessary in the governance of Globalization, you need to know what is your view on precisely the kinds of questions that I deal with. Otherwise, it remains another scatter-shot piece of writing. I am not surprised that the book has been received with astonishingly brutal reviews.
	This brings me to my final riposte to Ms. Birdsall and to the Great Leaders event. 
Universities need debate, not the singing together of madrigals by self-selected friends and the muting of dissent. Students, or their parents or others, pay something close to $40,000 a year to reach their own conclusions based on arguments rather than assertions.
Also, if you refuse to debate with people your own size, you will rapidly shrink to the size of the midgets you would rather “debate” with as they will admire and adore you.
	Towards this end, last year I put together, at the instance of some remarkable students of SIPA, a Panel on Globalization which had dissenting economists: Nobel Laureate Robert Solow, myself (who was Solow’s student) and Paul Krugman (who was mine). Three generations: all VERY distinguished (count me out). Sylvia Nasar presided. We all dissented on many issues; no one was peddling their books even though I and Krugman have highly successful books. The students loved it.
	I have also asked that I go up in a one-on-one debate with Noam Chomsky
(whom I used to know at MIT where we were colleagues and whom I admire greatly)
since I saw an Interview with him on Fair Trade & Fair Globalization last year in the Davos magazine. He has agreed but we do not have a date yet. Since Mrs. Mary
Robinson (whom I also much admire for her work on Human Rights) has been sending out memos saying that the WTO harms development and human rights, I asked her about 3 weeks ago to have again a one-on-one debate with me on the issue. I hope she responds since universities must function by debate and dialogue. 
I also believe that compulsory courses such as SIPA’s Conceptual Foundations course must not have only one person giving his/her views and selling their books: e.g. on Globalization, they must have a debate between two superstars such as myself and Stiglitz instead of only one person holding forth. If we teach a voluntary course, then students have the right to exit, which they do not have when we teach a compulsory course.
I try to teach diversity of views to my students on Globalization (which is a voluntary course, jointly taught with professor Panagariya as of last year). I distribute a detailed statement of the differing views on several Globalization issues among the top faculty in the Economics department: Stiglitz (on Globalization), Sachs (on poverty), myself (on poverty and Globalization), Arvind Panagariya (on trade & WTO), Padma Desai (on Shock Therapy), Mundell (on International Macro) etc. Their views on many subjects are contrasted.  E.g. Professor Desai has long argued against Shock Therapy; Professor Stiglitz, who came late to the issue, has taken over that critique; Sachs is the one who pioneered it and presumably defends it. And so on.


